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Dear Mr. Vice Chairman:
During Lqe July 30, 1976, House of Renresentatives
debate on thetroposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1976|

(H.R. 84GI), there was an unfortunate Misunderstaanding o-F
our viewsi on the 3r ooosed bill. This letter seeks to cl-rifv

L

7

that misunderstandaina. Also, because cuestions and incuiries
have beeri received bv us about the amendment prooosed b y
-which attemots to limit. the
Concressman X,'nderson of Illinois
types of Goverrr.ent assurrices
that could te given to n rivar.e
uranium enrrich~ers, we have enclosea our views on the effect
of that am:endm;ent in the hope that they .might be heloful to
Ycu
In the July 30, 197d, House floor aebate, you cuoted
"Co-..erzs on
a11y 1G, 1976, re ortIto you entitled
our
Prczosal for GovernSelected Ascects of the .1dministration's
mernt Assistance to Private Uraniumn Grouos' (RED-76-110) in
support
f; the Oill as reoorz:ed out bvy the Joint' Commiittee
on Atomic Enercy on May 14 , 1.976.
Th-e section you cuozo
was part oz a response to vour cuestiorn about the cossicilitv
on individual arrange.ents
of basing e;nablir.
Ioislatior,
entered into between the Wnergv Research and Cevelo.-ent
Our
rivate enrichers.
(ERDA) and Dotential
Administ-atior
may 30, 1976, report saic6 that
'In

our view,

the

present

if orivate

ccurse

of

ownershio- is desirable,

action

beina

taken

bcv the

Joint Co:mr.ittee or crovidiinq broadl leq islat ive

auth'ority with the :i-ht to acorove or disaurove
any resultinc ccocerative a--ret=.ent is mor: desirable than basinc lecislation on the uEA or some'
similar

orocosa±1

anc oerhaps reqirinla cnances to

that legislation whenever other aareemenrs containing new and diffferent conditions are proposed
for the gas centri'fuce

process."
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When quoting that section of the retort,' you added that
the course of action taken by the Joint Committee in providing the framework for private ownership of the enrichment
process was the course recommended by GAO.
While we still hold to the belief that, assumina nrivate
ownership is desirable, the framework Drovided by tane joInt
Committee is more cesira-ble, your .use of that section of the
report in the floor debate has unfortunately raised questions
as to whether we have changed our position as presented in
our October 31, 1975, report: entitled "Evaluation of the
Administration's Prooosal for Government Assistance to Private Uranium Enrichment Groups" (RED-76-36).
In that resort, we focused on the cuarantees which were
to be Provided and risks which were to be assumed bv the
Government under a proposal by Uranium Enrich-ment Associates
(UEA) to build a caseous diffusion olant. From our analysis,
we concluded that, among other things, (1) this tyoe of
legislation would be needed for advanced technologies (e.g.,
centrifuge and laser iSsotoDe separation) and (2) the UEA
proposal was not acceotable. Wie expressed the view that the
assurance provisions provided by the bill in effect insulated
the potential private owner of caseous diffusion enrichment
facilities from the competitive market thne bill seeks to
create. We testified in surport of these views at hearings
held by the Joint Committee on December 10, 1975.
Our position has not changed since our earlier report
and testimony. Specifically, we still believe that:
--A decision is recuired on the next
increment of uranium enrichment capacitv
if it is to come on line in the early 1980s
when it is expected to be needed.
--The next increment of enrichment cacacitv
using gaseous diffusion technolocg should
be provided bv additions to the Government'.s
existing enrichment plants. Gaseous diffusion
is a proven technology. An add-on to existing
plants can be constructed at less cost than a
new stand-alone Plant ana an odd-on can be
phased in increments, therebv keeoing additional gaseous diffusion *caoacity at tne minimum
consistent with the development oLf more advanced
' technologies.
--Management of'Government enrichment facilities
could be accomplished more. effectively by a
2
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Government corooration havina a self-financing
authority to borrow funds from the.Treasury
or the public. Such a corporation could
operate on a business-like basis and would
not be subject to possible conflicts with
other programs in the agency for funds and
management attention. Moreover, a selffinancing proposal would free the corporation
from the budgetary requirements to seek
'
congressional approval of appropriations,
thereby achieving a major goal sought by the
present legislation.
--ERDA should seek and encourage private industry
to continue efforts in advanced technolccies
through explicit programs. Such orocrams may
require Government assistance and assurances;
however, the Government should seek an equitable
sharing of risk by the private enrichers and the
Government.
As indicated earlier, we have received a number of
informal inquiries regarding the significance of thie amnendment to the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1976 as proposed
by Congressman Anderson and adooted by the House. On the
basis of our evaluation, we conclude that, notwithstanding
the legislative history, the amendment does not clearly and
unambiguously supersede or nullify those provisions of the
bill that allow ERDA to agree to purchase enriching services
from private owners and to agree to take over enrichment
plants that such owners are unable to complete or bring
into commercial ooeration. The ambiguities in the language
of the amendment are such that we are unable to sav orecisely what the limitations might be on the authorityv o the
agency to enter particular arrar.gements. Such a:;biguities
might give the agency much wider discretion in operating
under the proposed bill than may be intended. We believe
that, if the Congress wishes to clearly limit anv warranties
to the technology involved, clarifying language would be
desirable.
If the Congress decides to pass such leg'islation, in
our view, the languace which clearly limits cuarantees to a
warranty of Government furnished equipment and technolocv
should be sufficient assurance for private enrichers using
the proven gaseous diffusion process to enter the enrichment field.
We have discussed the amendment with officials of F,?R5A's
Office of General Counsel. They told us that, as the bill
3
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has not yet been finally acted upon by the Congress, any
formal conclusions on-their part with respect to the amendment
would be premature.
A more detailed discussion of the basis of our views and
effect of the amendment on advanced technologies,
possible
the
such as centrifuge and laser isotope operation, is presented
in appendix I.
Several people have expressed interest in our views on
bill and the Anderson amendment. We are furnishing
copies of this letter to Congressman John Anderson; to
Senators CliffordiCase, Alan Cranston, John Glenn, and
Harrison Williams.; and to others who may reguest it.

6 this

We are, of course, available to discuss our views
with you or members of your staff.

S

ly yoursX

Comptroller General
of the United States
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APPENDIX I

OUR CO'MENITS ON THE HOUSE VERSION
OF THE NUCLEAR ?U ,L -.SS'U-?'CA C v 1976
(HR. d4l1)
During-discussions of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of
1976 in the House of Representatives, Congressman John
Anderson of Illinois prooosefd the following amendment which
The
yas adopted and incorporateci before the bill's passage.
the
Anderson amendment may be seen as an attemot to limit
assurances that the Government may provide to prospective
owners of uranium enrichment: plants.
*Provided, however, That the guarantees under
any such coocerative arrangement which would
subject the Government to any future contin-

gent liabilities for which the Government
would not be fully reimbursed shall be
limited to the assurance that the Governmentfurnished technology and ecuir;.-nent will work
as promised bat the Government over a mutuallyagreed-to and reasonable eri.cd of initial

commercial operation.

Consistent with the

foregoing, such cooperative.arrangements mav
include, inter alia, in the discretion of the
* *"
Administrator, '

In the floor debate on the amendment, the following exchange took place.
"Mr. QUIE

*

*

*

*

*

"In listening to the motion to reco-,urit, am I ricght
that the gentleman's motion to recommit in effect negates
subsections 4 and 5 on page 3 of the bill?" 1/

"Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois.
Mr.

Anderson went on to state

intended to clarify

that

The gentleman is correct."
that his amendment was

what was comtemplated was "a

1/ Subsection 4 authorizes the ERDA Administrator to
purchase enriching services fror.
a private enricher.
Subsection 5 authorizes the ERDA Administrator to
acquire the assets and liabilities of the private
owners of an enrichment facility.
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warranty of technology and nothing more."
H8282 (Daily ed., August 4, 1976).

122 Cong. Rec.

The question is whether the amendment succeeds in its
announced purpose. In our opinion, it is not sufficiently
clear that the wording of the limitation would necessaril';
restrict the guarantees as the Congressman apparently intended.
The key to the amendment is the concept of "future
contingent liabilities for which the Government would not
be fully reimbursed." Thus, under the '3mendment, -EDA is
forbidden to give only guarantees invc'ving such liabilities.
Congressman Anderson agreed with Congressman Quie's statement that the amencme-t would in effect necate suzsections
4 and 5 of new section 45 of the Atomic Energy Act, as
added by the bill.
Under subsection 4 of the bill, the Administrator could
agree to purchase enriching services from cros)ec-zive orivate
owners. Such an agreement would undoubtediv result in a
future liability
of thr-e Government, deoencing on the exact
nature of the promised purchase. However, the liability could
be neither contingent nor unreim~bursec-.
For examnole, in one
instance, the Government might simply promise to curchase,
and a orivoate enricher to sell, a given auantitv of enriching
services over a ceriod of time.
If the agreement to .urcnase
set the price of the services at present cay values, the Gayernment could actually COme out ahead if it recuested such
services during a pericd of high demand or wnen inflation had
increased t'he Prevailing price for them. in this situation,
in effect a fixed-orice orocurement or services, there is
no contingency and the Government receives services. Indeed,
it is difficult to see any guarantee in such a transaction.
An alternative arrangement miaht find the Government
giving the private owner the right to require it to purchase
excess enriching capacity during periods of low demand. Such
an arrangement was -rovided for in the UEA orooosal. This
type of agreement sounds more like a Guarantee. that is, the
government could orovide a market for services at a particular
base price. The exercise of the owner's ootion to reouire
Government ourchases would be a contingency. E. owever, the
qovernment would nresumablv accuire enriched uranium that
it could later sell when market conditions imoroved. Since
'fully reimbursed" as used in the amendment is also undefined,
we cannot say whether such future sales in which the covernmerit recovered the cost of the services it Purchased under
the "guarantee" could constitute reinmbursement. On the other
hand, an agreement based on a price calculated today may or
2
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may not enable the Government to recover its purchase price
more than a decade in the future. Advancements in technology
could greatly reduce the cost of enrichment services from
other sources, and the Government would be unable to recover
the full cost of the services it purchased under the a-reement.
It seems clear that the amendment did not, in effect,
write subsection 4 out of the bill since the first of the
foregoing examples clearly would not be =recluded by the
amendment, and the effect o:' the amendment on the second
example is unclear.
Under subsection 5 of the bill, the Administrator
could acree to acquire the assets and liabilities of the
private owners of an enrichment plant i; such owners cannot
complete the plant or bring it into conmercial operation.
tder
mis subsection,
If the Government acquired the slant u
the assets of such a olant and any future cronfies derived
by the Government either throuch sales or oceration thereof may "fully reimburse' the Government for its liability
to purchase the assets and :.iabilities or tne private cwners.
On the other hand, the Government may take a loss in the
transaction, either short-term or long-term.
We are unable to conclude from the laancuaae of the bill
what standard is to be acolied in deter.mnine whether a
particular arrancement const:itutes a Guarantee and whether
will be "full
reimbursed."
a continaent future liabilitv
The courts might well have similar o.oble..s in construing the
amendment. Such ambiguities in languace ma-v aive E-RDA
broader discretion in ooerat:irq under the proposed act than
intended.
For example, ERDA2' would have sucstantial latitude
in determininr whether a oarticular arrancement would -result
in the Government's being "fully reimbursed" for a contingent
future liability.
Thus, we conclude there is substantial doubt that the
out of the bill. 'Notwithstarndinc
amendment wrote subsection
the legislative history, the amendment does not clearly and
unambiguously supersede or nullify those provisiors of the
bill that allow ERDA to agree to purchase enricning services
from private owners and to agree to take over, enrichment
plants that such owners are unable to complete or bring into
commercial operation. The ambiguities in the language of
the amendment are such that it may not accomoslish the
Congressman's intended purpose.
In summary, we believe that to achieve the objectives
of the amendment as stated cn the floor of the House,
3
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clearer guidance in the bill on such matters as what
constitutes a "guarantee" and what is meant by "fully
reimbursed" is needed.
If the Congress wishes to clearly
limit any warranties to the technology involved,, then
clarifying language would be desirable. In that respect, we
would be glad to work with interested members of the Congress
or committees to develop legislative languace which would
more clearly spell out the congressional intent.
We have discussed
General Counsel. They
yet been finally acted
clusions on their part
be premature.

the amendment with ERDA's Office of
told us that, as the bill has not
on by the Congress, any formal conwith respect to the amendment would

POSSIBLE E7FECT ON ADVAN'%NCED
ENRICHM EN\;T TEC.H NOLOG i ES
If passed, the legislation will apply equally to all
future private uranium enrichment slant owners with whom ERDA
enters-a cooperative arrangement. In our October 31, 1975,
report, however, we deliberately separated the issues of the
next enrichment plant using the gaseous diffusion crocess
from future enrichment slants usina centrifuge and other
advanced technologies because of the technologies' varying
stages of development. The diffusion Drocess has been
working successfully in the three Government-owned plants
for over 30 years, whereas the centrifuge orocess, whicn
is expected to be economically and operationally superior
to gaseous diffusion, has not yet Progressed beyond the
pilot plant stage and the laser isotoce searation process
is still in the laboratory research stage.
If the Congress decides to pass such legislation, in
our view, the language which clearly limits guarantees to
a warranty of Government furnished ecuiprment and technoloav
should be sufficient assurance for private enrichers using
the proven gaseous diffusion'process to enter the enrichment
field. Because centrifuge and other advanced technoloqies
are not as developed, however, some additional forms of
Government assistance mav be necessary through the demonstration stage. The nature and extent or such assurances
that will be required including the need for warranties
beyond those regarding the technology is preSently unclear
but should become clearer as ERDAk continues so evaluate proposals from the centrifuge enrichers. In any event, the
Government should seek eauitCable sharing of :isk by the private enrichers and the Government in any arrangement involving
the private ownership of enrichment capacity.
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